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Before we start …

� How much money will be lost (due to fraud) in NL

during our event?

� How much could we limit the loses if we had our systems 

and procedures in place?

� How much would it cost us?

What can we do about it ?
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Fraud in the EU
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European Anti-fraud Office: in 2011 recovered M€600; own costs M€60

Fraud in the EU
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Health care fraud
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� Fraud in USA: about $80 mld a year (www.fbi.gov)

That gives fraud rate about 3% of the health care budget

� Health care budget in NL: €70 mld

� 3%*70.000.000.000= € 2.1 mld/year

� Another estimate (www.fraudeloketzorg.nl): €5 mld/year

� 2.100.000.000/(365*24)= € 240.000/hour (just healthcare!)

Zembla: Nederland Fraudeland, Dec. 2012
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� http://www.uitzendinggemist.nl/afleveringen/1312840 

� Total loses in NL: 

� about €4.000.000.000/year

� about €10.000.000/day

� about €400.000/hour

� How much could we recover??? 

Try and see …
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Case 1:
Detecting Anomalies in Car Insurance Business

� When you have a car accident your car has to be repaired …
Insurance company wants to know in advance the expected costs ...

� The repair shop estimates the costs of various components: 
� labour

� parts

� paint

� overall costs 

and mails them together with additional information 
to the insurance company

� The insurance company may now:
� approve the estimates (cost: 1 Euro)

� ask for more info  (cost: 10 Euro)

� send an inspector         (cost: 100 Euro)

How should they proceed?
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Solution: a model-based detection of anomalies

� Use historical data about all cars repaired in the past:

� car make, type, model, fuel type, production year, color, accessories, ...

� description of the accident

� description of damages

� repair costs (all 4 components)

� Build four statistical regression models that estimate expected costs 

of each cost component 

� Given a new case, apply the models to get expected repair costs and compare 

them to the costs estimated by the repair shop, e.g.:

� difference < 1.5 sigmas => approve the estimates

� 1.5 sigmas< difference < 2.5 sigmas => ask for more info

� difference > 2.5 sigmas => send an inspector

� System calibration; additional info for inspectors

8Confidential
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Case 2: 

Detecting Credit Card Fraud (Interpay)
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Credit Card Fraud in UK

� In UK (2004): about € 2.000.000 lost each day ! 

� A fraud transaction every 9 seconds

� 33% of cardholders affected by fraud

� “ONLY” 0.141% fraudulent transactions

Challenge: 

build an intelligent, self-learning system 

that detects fraud in real-time! 

10Confidential
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Fraud is difficult to spot:

� No “universal fraud patterns” 

What is normal for one cardholder is unusual for another 

� Fraud patterns changing dynamically 

Thieves are clever: action => reaction

� Huge volumes of data 

Hundreds of transactions per second, millions of accounts
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� Always “too late”:

� New fraud pattern is “invented” by criminals

� Cardholders lose money and complain

� Banks investigate complains and try to understand 

the new pattern

� A new rule is implemented a few weeks later

� Expensive to build (knowledge intensive) 

� Difficult to maintain:

� Many rules

� The situation is dynamically changing, so frequently

rules have to be added, modified, or removed …

Classical rule-based approach

12Confidential
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A perfect fraud detection system:

� “Tuned” to every cardholder: 

each cardholder treated individually

� Adaptive:

evolve with slow/small changes in cardholder  behavior

� Fast (real-time)

� High accuracy
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Solution: a system based on profiles

� Every cardholder gets a vector of parameters that describe 

his/her behavior: an “average-behavior” profile

� The system constantly compares this profile

with the recent behavior of the cardholder

� Transactions that do not fit into cardholder’s profile 

are flagged as suspicious (or are blocked)

� Profiles are updated with every single transaction, 

so the system constantly adopts to (slow and small) 

changes in cardholders’ behavior

14Confidential
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How does it work?

Transaction Record 
(CardNr, Time, Amount, …)

SCORING

UPDATE

PROFILES

SCORE

ALARM!
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Final Result

• A powerful system able to detect new fraud patterns

• No tuning needed - ever! (due to self-learning) 

• Unlimited scalability & speed 

• Used by Interpay for many years

• Saved millions of Euro’s

16Confidential
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Case 3: 

Rapid detection of skimming fraud

� Equens, 2008: 

� Skimming fraud is growing

� We are always “too late”

� Help us!

� Challenge: 

Build a system that stops skimming fraud as quickly as possible !

� Result: 

� Real-time detection system

� Reduction of losses by about 70%-80%

� Increasing the trust in the payment system
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Skimming: card reader + video camera + mobile phone
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Fighting Skimming Fraud: 

a classical (old) approach

� An ATM/POS terminal is compromised

� Cards are skimmed and copied

� Criminals start cleaning compromised accounts 

� Some victims realize it and alert banks

� Banks analyze their data to find a single terminal on which all 
reported cards were used together on the same day 
(a Common Point of Purchase:  CPP)

� All other cards used on the CPP are blocked

� Usually it's too late ...

More than 200 million Euro's lost per year (in Europe)
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Challenge: detect and block skimmed 

cards in minutes, not days…

� Monitor in real time all POS/ATM transactions

� Detect skimming fraud before it is discovered by card owner!

� Some numbers (2010):

� 3000.000.000 transactions per year

� up to 15.000.000 transactions per day

� up to 400 transactions per second (peak hours)

� 100.000.000 cards

20Confidential
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The new approach:

� Maintain a sliding buffer of the last milliard transactions 
in RAM (fast memory) rather than on a hard disk!

� Organize the transactions in such a way that some queries could 
be executed very fast (efficient data structures)

� Develop some clever algorithms that operate on this data 
structure 

� Tune, test, tune, test, ...

� Integrate with the production process (“go live”)

21Confidential

Two kinds of storage:
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Incredible speedup

� RAM is much faster than Hard Disk:
� access time: millions times faster

� read/write: thousands times faster

� By keeping all data in RAM we could reduce 
the data analysis process from years to minutes!

� Real-time fraud detection algorithms
� time-location inconsistencies

� detecting CPPs

� …
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Result: Automatiseringsgids, 2010, 21
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Looking forward into payment systems
(Management Team Financials, October 2009; www.fdec.nl)

� “… a new, state of the art, extremely powerful, fast, 
fraud detection system … “

� “The system reacts very quickly for detected anomalies. In this 
way the “window of opportunity” for criminals has been 
reduced from a couple of days to a few minutes, enormously 
limiting the potential loss."

� “Last year, the losses due to skimming fraud were estimated to 
be about 36 miljoen euro, according to the Dutch Banking 
Association (NVB).”

� “The direct loss can be reduced by 70 -80 procent …”
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Looking back: Five Success Factors

� The "catch the thief” attitude

� A team of experts
� domain experts: people who know their domain

� data managers: IT people who know the data and the systems

� data miners: people with knowledge and hand-on experience

� Data: the more the better
� completeness: should provide an “overall picture”

� high level of detail: many “fields”, “variables”, 

� coverage in time (history)

� up-to-date (how quickly do you want to act on results?)

� A long term perspective/process (3-10 years?)

� Hardware and Software
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Importance of detecting anomalies

� Fraud (banks, insurance, telecom, e-commerce, ...)

� Cybersecurity (critical infrastructure, phishing, data leaks, 

ddos attacks, ..., )

� Healthcare (patient monitoring, early detection of cancer, 

fast detection of disease outbreaks, ...)

� Your own domains?
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Thank you! 
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